
SUMMARY
A neutral planet, Astora N14, has made an urgent 

petition to join the Federation for protection from the 
Klingons. Our heroes are ordered to facilitate Astora 
N14's admittance, but first they must help resolve the 
planet’s civil war—a war with an unusual cause.

BACKGROUND NOTES
This adventure is a mystery set in a World War 1-

style conflict. The story centres around gradually 
discovering the cause of the civil war, and ending it.

Like the poppies of earth, Astoran candleflowers 
thrive in fresh battlefields. Unlike poppies, they 
evolved spores which influence people to wage 
never-ending wars. They are the true cause of the 
conflict.

AN URGENT PETITION
Astora N14, a neutral planet between Federation and 

Klingon space, has been embroiled in a civil war for the 
past 47 years. The galaxy has kept out of it.

However, a survey ship recently discovered rich 
dilithium deposits within the planet’s crust—rich enough 
to help ease the Federation’s massive energy deficit.

The Astoran World Parliament is afraid their planet 
will be conquered by the Klingons for its crystals, and 
has made an urgent petition to join the Federation for 
protection. Commander Sulvik has issued your orders:

“Astora N14 cannot be admitted into the Federation 
until the planet is united and at peace. Their so-called 
World Parliament has requested our help in ending the 
civil war. Starfleet is granting you wide latitude to reach 
a favourable outcome. If the Klingons conquer Astora 
N14, the population will be enslaved, the dilithium lost, 
and we will be powerless to retaliate. That would be 
most unfortunate.”

THE WORLD PARLIAMENT
The Astorans are a humanoid species descended 

from birds, and although their evolutionary branch 
lost the power of flight, they remain birdlike in their 
features and personalities. Their planet is generally 
reminiscent of 1920s Earth.

47 years ago, the World Parliament was on the 
verge of uniting the planet. Then, a rebel army 
launched a surprise attack. Rebels now control large 
swaths of the planet, and casualties have been 
devastating.

The World Parliament is overseen by Prime 
Minister Lasca, who is eager to impress Starfleet.

She is friendly, accommodating, and anxious to 
seal the deal to join the Federation before the 
Klingons invade.

Her World Parliament has tried to reach peace. 
She has offered the Rebels territory, a seat in the 
Parliament, etc. Every time they seem close to peace, 
the Rebels’ demands change.

She will pressure Starfleet to secretly 
give the World Parliament advanced 
weapons and support, so they can wipe 
out the Rebel Army before it’s too late.
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Rebels attack!
MASS BATTLE: As PM Lasca entertains the players 

in the capital city, the Rebel Army attacks. They have 
infantry, crude tanks, and long-range artillery.

The Rebel strike force has 10,000 troops vs. the 
World Parliament's 8,000 city defenders. The Rebel 
commander and PM Lasca both have a d6 in 
Knowledge (Tactics). The Rebels also have artillery 
support (+1). Our heroes must decide whether to get 
personally involve, and to what extent. If the capital 
falls, the World Parliament will be on the defensive.

After the battle, our astute officers may notice 
candleflowers sprouting:

Alien vines grow rapidly over the blasted earth and 
fallen soldiers. Their flowers’ distinctive yellow 
bioluminescence is rather striking against the cold, grey 
battlefield.

THE REBELS
Secretly, the Rebel Army consists of that part of 

the population infected by candleflower spores, 
giving them a subconscious urge to wage war. The 
Astorans are totally unaware of the flowers’ effect.

The Rebel Army does not fight to win, only to keep 
fighting. This makes them unpredictable. They are 
sustained by defection: after every battle, 
candleflowers grow and release their spores, and 
infected troops leave home to join the Rebels.

The Rebels have a secret headquarters in the 
Southern Continent’s mountains, known only to high-
ranking Rebel officers. The World Parliament has no 
easy way to contact the Rebel leadership.

General Estolian
The Rebel leader is a flamboyant general ('Assault 

Captain'). Before defecting, Estolian was the World 
Parliament’s most prestigious military man. He 
abandoned his family to defect without warning.

If contacted, he will lie, flatter, sign false treaties, 
and do whatever he can to gain his troops an 
advantage. If Starfleet tries to negotiate, Estolian will 
let them think they’re succeeding—then he’ll strike.

THE CANDLEFLOWERS
A person infected by spores retains their 

personality, but their decision-making is altered. The 
infected person is not aware of any change. The 
spores’ effects can be discovered in many ways:

Knowledge (Biology) to scan a candleflower 
reveals...

SUCCESS: The spores contain dense packets of 
humanoid neurotransmitters which apparently serve 
no purpose in the flowers themselves.

RAISE: The neurotransmitters would influence the 
reasoning centres of the brain on a subconscious 
level.

Interrogate a captive Rebel: The soldier’s views 
seem inconsistent and muddy. He becomes very 
upset at the mention of a lasting peace. Scanning the 
soldiers with Knowledge (Biology) –1 reveals the 
presence of candleflower spores in his lungs, with 
tendrils leading to his brain.

Inquisitive officers can Investigate the history of 
the civil war, revealing that soldiers began writing 
home about these strange flowers at the outset of 
the conflict. The flowers spread with the war.

Becoming infected
Anyone who approaches the flowers without a 

breathing mask risks infection. Vigour –4 to resist the 
spores' infection. Once infected, the officer will be 
influenced to join the Rebel Army within 48 hours.

Once infected, a Healing –2 roll in a Starfleet 
sickbay can safely remove the spores. Failure causes 
3d8 dmg.

Communicating with the flowers
The candleflowers are a sentient species with a 

shared consciousness. A telepath with speak language 
may communicate through any infected individual.

If the heroes become known to the candleflowers, 
the flowers may infect someone close by in order to 
make contact:

“Leave our world! We have the right to exist here. We 
use these creatures to make nurseries for our kind. 
Respect our ways. Leave us.”

ENDING THE WAR
The civil war will only end when the candleflowers 

have been somehow dealt with. How your players 
choose to deal with the war is up to them.

1. The officers may reach a compromise with the 
candleflowers. Use your discretion, but remember: a 
battlefield’s unique combination of blasted earth, 
decomposing bodies, rust, rubble, and microbes 
make the flowers thrive. Compromise won't be easy.

2. The officers may come up with a way to 
inoculate the population against the spores and 
destroy the plants. The Rebel Army will put up a fight.

3. The officers may secretly spread the spores to 
all Astorans, thus “uniting the planet.” The 
candleflowers may then join the Federation.

EPILOGUE
The captain should use her authority to hold an 

accession ceremony. Lawyers and politicians will 
soon follow to oversee a million details, but today the 
planet can celebrate its bright future with the United 
Federation of Planets. There should be speeches, 
fireworks, etc.

Klingons! (Optional)
As the starship is preparing to leave orbit, a 

Klingon squadron decloaks! Colonel Chilha boasts 
that her dampening field has prevented all 
transmissions; nobody knows Astora N14 was 
inducted into the Federation. And nobody ever will!

• Squadron: Between 1 and 4 Birds-of-Prey with 
Assault and/or Espionage command crews (Klingon).

CHASE (5 rounds): The players’ objective may be 
 to run the blockade and get a message to HQ.

If the players survive, Chancellor Martok will 
contact Starfleet to apologize for the actions of the 
“rogue colonel,” and assure them that her entire 
family has been stripped of title within the Empire.




